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The Ursinns .Weekly
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MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 1946

Price, 5 cents

Unique Corsages To Be Featured
At Turnabout Dance, February 9

Council Meets with Administration
To Discuss Conditions of Kitchen
Expresses Need for Improvement Y G
roup Sponsors

Mimi Keech, John Ulmer Excel
In Mr and Mrs North Production

With the traditional turnabout
dance less than two weeks away,
the WSGA ts completing the plans
for its Valentine dance which will
Variety of Roles Are Well.Played
in Sanitation and Present Menus
be held in the Thompson-Gay
in Mystery Presentation
gymnasium from 8 to 12 p. m. on
At a meeting held last Thursday
February 9. Betsy Greene '48, has
in Dr. Norman McClure's office
promised a surprise theme.
by Dwight Morss '47
members of the Men's and Wo- I
0
As in former years the girls will
Speaking
on
the
topic,
"The
OpOne
of
the most successful plays
men's st~~ent <?ouncil put before
call for their dates and be responthe adm1!llstratIOn . the unfavorUnder the sponsorship of the sible for the corsages which the portunities of ~ocial Work," Miss to be produced by the Ursinus Curable condItions exlstmg in the COl- , Social Service Committee of the Y, Imen will wear. The corsages, Helen Alcorn, case work supervisor tain Club ~n recent,.years was viewlege kitchen and dinin~ room.
a new idea is being started on wl1lch have always been one of the of the Children's Aid Society of ed by.audlences FrIday. ~~~ SaturMontgomery County, addressed a day mghts." Owen Davls Mr. and
In discussing t?e subJect of sani- campus. Many of the people in Imain features of the Lorelei, are group of students last Wednesday. Mrs. North proved to be a ~ighly
tation in the kltchen, the com- I
.
usually made from vegetables,
bined council took on one of its Coliegevllle have said that it is candy, cigarettes, or anything She declared that the opportuni- I hu~~rous, as well as spasmodIcally
biggest and most important jobs. hard for them to find workers to j which the girls may be able to find. ties for anyone with creative abil- thrillmg per!ormance-the net reStudent representatives poi~ted out do odd jobs, such as caring for
The Stardusters, whose appear- ity and a desire to help people were suIts of WhICh warranted hearty
almost limitless. However, a good and well-deserved appla~e .. The
g
that the silve~ware is be:n put children in the evenings, painting, ance at Ursinus' dances has be- social
worker must really be inter- play was an excellent vehlcle ill the
through the dISh washer m large Iand mowing lawns. There are also come somew~at of a tradition, will ested in the field so that he is able first place-and the cast, as a
swing out wlth several popular
boxes and is not being properly
t his whole personality and whole, develop.ed ~he plot and put
cleaned. It was suggested that the many students here who would numbers
arranged by Dwight t
f~eIi~g into it.
across the actIOn m a professional
silverware be done by hand and welcome such odd jobs which they Morss. '
Miss
Alcorn
went
on
to
enumermanner.
Dance music will be supplied by
some kind of sterilizer used, or that could do in spare hours as a means
Mimi Keech '47, new to the Urthe silverware be boiled. The .same of earning a little extra money. Jimmy Ray and his orchestra while ate the various specific fields of 80- sinus stage, as was the majority of
itt·
. i
t
refreshments will be served in the cial work, including child welfare,
is true with the glasses and dlshes. Th'
The council suggested that addi- I IS comm ee lS orgamz ng wo dormitories from 10 to 10: 30 p. m. family welfare, medical work, child the cast, played the leading feminine role of Pamela North to a tee;
l tional kitchen help be employed to centers so that the people of Colguidance, social work with courts the part fitted her perfectly, and
help do the dishes. Student work- legeville can get in touch with the
and juvenile delinquents, psychia- her remarkable unforced "rattleers do not have the time and are students who would lIke to work.
tric work, and group work, such as brained" antics gave plenty of life
rushing the dishes through. In
1 '49
ill b
.
•
•
the YWCA. She also stated that
the training for a social worker to parts of the comedy which were
concluding this part of the discus- Norman Paetzo d
, w
e m
sion, the group remarked that the charge of the boys' jobs, while Isausually included two years of grad- a little slow in motion. John Uluate study, or a master's degree, mer '49, another new actor at Urappearance of the employes does bell Barr '48, will be in charge of
t sinus, played the part of her husnot add to the over-all pIcture of girls' jobs.
although it is possible for girls 0 band, Gerald North with considerwork as case-aids and train while
cleanliness in the kitchen.
A suggested list of rules has been
able polish, indicating previous
Should a stranger on campus working.
In presenting the conditions of made out for families employing
dramatic experience. Ulmer's tenthe dining room, the group sug~hance to visit the gym next SatAfter her talk, Miss Alcorn an- dency to overact in spots was balgested that the record player be girls in the care of children. They urday night he certainly would
swered questions for all those stu- anced by a fine voice and excellent
fixed up, and that a loud speaker include the following: (1) New
diction.
think that he had come to the dents especially interested.
for announcements be set up. The families wishing to employ students
wrong
place
for
there
would
not
Herb Deen Plays Hilarious Role
students also mentioned that a in the care of children must first
In the hilarious role of Detective
hostess in the dining room might contact Miss Camilla B. Stahr, be the usual basketball game, but Y Racial Commission Schedules
assist in keeping order.
Dean of Women. (2) All students a colorful, gay extravaganze~the Debate on Question of Jim Crow Mullins, was Herb Deen '48. Dean
was excellently cast-and a good
must be called for and escorted to Soph Carnival.
Council Asks for Better Menus
Resolved: "~at the 'Jim Crow' interpretation of his character
According to Kenneth SchroedThrough the Student Council their respective dormitories after
part (including some rather riotthe student body as a whole exer, president of the sophomore system is necesSary in the South" ous manipulations with a highball
pressed dissatisfaction with the dark ..
will
be
the
topic
of
an
informal
meals. The complaints listed in(3) If a student wishes to take class this afi'air will be something debate at the meeting of the 'Y' glass) kept the house in an uproar.
cluded the following: meals are not another girl with her, she shall new in the way of entertainment Commission on ,Racial Equality An outstanding scene of the myshere at Ursinus. In past years the next Wednesday. The group will tery comedy included Deen, and
well-balanced,
an
insufficient choose a girl from her own hall.
Art Barker '49, who had the part
amount of vegetables and fresh
sophomore
class has been limited meet at 6:30 p. m. in Room 8, Bom- of Lt. Weigand. Barker, with his
(4) The hour '\ t' returning to the
fruits are served, menus lack var- dormitories
berger
Hall.
is 1 :00 a. m. If needed to one or two functions a year, but
typical pOlice lieutenant insinuaiety and contain too much starch,
Charlene Taylor '47, and Mary tions, understood his part well, and
a later hour, the employer is this year the class is sponsoring
lunches are too heavy, and cereal for
asked to keep the girl for the night three afi'airs which includes a soph Jane Malin '46, will uphold the af- the dialogue between him and Deen
is being kept in open boxes on
firmative, while Virginia Boyer '46,
or
special arrangements with
shelves rather than in air tight themake
hop, a barn dance and the carnival. and Marjorie Williams '47, will de- was in complete harmony. Both
Dean
of
women
or
preceptress.
of these actors contributed imcontainers.
The theme for the Saturday bate the negative view. A discus- mensely toward moving along a
(5) Minimum lates should be esThe council suggested that
sion on the Negro's position in the lengthy production, of which the
menus be made weeks in advance tablished at 25 cents an hour until night show is to be predominantly South will follow the debate.
main selling point was the lines
and be sent to an expert for ap- ml'dnight, 35 cents an hour after music and the gym yvill be decorFifteen members of the commis- themselves.
proval. This was done several midnight and 35 cents an hour ated accordingly. Concessions will sion
attended the meeting last
years ago. It was also recommend- when extra work is required such include a penny-pitching booth, a Wednesday when two reports were "Hands Behind Scenes" Aid Success
(Continued on Page 4)
fun house, a side show, a fortune- presented on recent advances that
as washing dishes.
But before extending congratuSpecial hall meetings will be teller, kissing booths, and numerous have been made in the field of race lations to the other members of
Dabata Teams Argue Free Trade called in all the girls' dormitories food stands. The highlight of the relations. Arlene Boltz reported on the cast, a word is in order for some
tonight and a representative of the evening will be the personal ap- a year-round workcamp for Neg- of the "hands behind the scenes."
A,ainst Penn and Shippensburg Social
Service Committee will be · pearance of such famous celebri- roes and whites, Flanner House, in Mary Jane Hassler '46, directed Mr.
The Men's Debating Club held there to take the names of all the Ities of the musical world as Nelson Indianapolis where Southern Neg- and Mrs. North under the superthree debates last week, one at the girls who are interested and the IEddy, Hoagy Carmichael and Frank roes are helped to bring up their vision of Mr. Donald Heltferich,
University of Pennsylvania on hours they would be available for Sinatra. As an added feature, the status in the community. Evelyn dramatic coach, and vice-president
"Dreamers," popular campus quar- Poinsett '46, gave a book review on of the college. It sufi' ices to say
Wednesday, one at Ursinus with work.
tet, will sing one or two songs. Af- "The Story of the Springfield Plan" that their efforts were well rewardShippensburg State Teachers Colr everyone has had his :fill of by Chatto, which tells of the new ed. Jack Norman '48, assisted by
lege on Thursday, and a return de- Kit Chen Hea d Exprasses 0IS irat epeanuts
and popcorn, there will be educational system in operation at Jack 'rhompson '47, and a Curtain
bate with Pennsylvania here on
To
Resign
at
Close
of
Semester
social
dancing
until 12:00.
Springfield, Mass. The schools Club Committee provided a wellFriday. Resolved:' "That the forCommittee chairmen for the there employ both Negro and white designed and appropriate staging
eign policy of the United States
Mr. Richard Middleton, head of
be directed toward free trade the College kitchen, has announc- carnival include Jane Henry, en- teachers to teach both races of for the play. The coordination of
among the nations of the world," ed to the administration his desire tertai~ment; Betty Adam, refresh- I students, and the aim in every the other committee heads: Robments, Helen Derewienka, PUb-j class is to promote racial and re- erta Blauch '47, properties; Winiwas the question under debate.
to resign after completing his work licity; and Marion Sare, script- l1gious understanding.
fred Clarke '46, lipstick and paint;
The affirmative side of the ques- this semester.
writing.
(Continued on Page 4)
Marjorie Djorup '48, publicity; Wiltion was handled on Wednesday by
lIam Nikel '48, business; and their
Ray Furlong '46, and Grant Harrespective committees were greatly
rity '46. The negative side was
responsible for the success of "Mr.
debated by Dick Gross '46, and
and Mrs. North." And although
Dwight Morss '47, on Thursday, and
by "Scoop" Su1Ias '46
Itonight. Everyone who is inter- _you are doing yourself a favor by the slips were negligible for such
by Richard Brandlon '49, and .
This is. Ruby Week, fellow stu- ested in buying a Ruby is invited helping the staff to finance the a long performance, the assistance
Dwight Morss on Friday.
Sare '48, and Marjorie
The three debates were non-de- dents, so have your $4.50 handy to the rally to be held immediately I Ruby and by Insuring your $4.50 of Marion
(Continued on Page 4)
cision contests; the first and third for your dorm Ruby representative after dinner in Bomberger chapel. investment.
were Orthodox style, the second, when he ·comes to call. In fact, Editor Furlong and bOdyguar~s will i The dorm representatives will
don't wait 'til he calls. You're be present to give you details on take the full payment or partial
Oregon style.
The Women's Debating Club de- "eager" aren't you? Walk right '. "The 1946 Ruby" or "Nobody Knows I deposit of $2.50 on Tuesday, Wedbated with Shippensburg State up to your Ruby representative the Trouble I've Seen." Editor nesday and Thursday. No student Monday, January 28
Teachers College here on Thursday. now, pay him your $4.50, thank him Furlong will tell about the financial subscriptions will be solicited after
Debating Club at 7 p. m. in
The afIlrmative side of the state- for his trouble, and then catch him difficulties the staff has to over- this week. Heres a hot tip, friends.
Shreiner
ment, Resolved: "That ·the foreign as he faints!
I come, the special features of the If you pay the full $4.50 now, the Tuesday, January 29
Sftiously though, the 1946 year- ' year book, and why you will want staff has promised to have your
policy of the United States be dimc in Shreiner, 7-8 p. m.
rected toward free trade among book is something to be "eager" I to buy one. So toss your books name printed 1::1 gold letters on
Sigma Nu and Omega Chi, Bomthe nations of the world," was about. It's going to be bigger and aside and join the mob at the the cover-free of charge! No
berger, 6:30-7:15 p. m.
handled by Dorothy Marple '48, and better than any published in re- Ruby Rally at 6:30 tonight!
$2.50 subscriptions will be so honDance in gym, 8-9:30 p. m.
Grace Newman '49. It was a non- cent years and for a novelty-! Speaking of finances, the busi- ored.
Wednesday, January 31
decision debate.
you'll get it before you pack up the ness manager, Jane Reifsnyder,
The 10% commission offer on adBasketball, 8 p. m., Swarthmore
The Debating Clubs will welcome bags under YOUJ· eyes and check wants to thank all you card fiends I vertisements Is still good, so canhome
anyone interested in debating, and them for the summer at your near- : who turned out for the big card vass near-by towns and capitalist
Y committee and commission
all members will be given a chance est optometrist I
! party in the Girls' Day Study last relatives in behalf of the Ruby,
meetings, 6:30 p. m.
to participate in the club's activiYes, folks, editor Ray Furlong . Saturday afternoon. Door prizes but don't strain yourself. You may Thursday, January 31
tlea.
signed a sworn statement in blood i were awarded to Sally Secor '46, end up having to pay an income
Musical Organizations
(it was ruby, not red!) that come Emmie Lou Mason '49, Mrs. Shay- tax!
Sorority meetings
fire or fiood you w11l get your Ruby ock, and Mrs. Kristensen and reRuby Week is in full swing. Order
NOTICE I
Rehearsal for st. Eleanor's
early in June. But come, strikes, fresbments of Ice cream and pretz- your 1946 Ruby now and join the
program
The movie to be presented In then ' "C.-I.-Only" knows when it els were served to all. Ruty Titus, band wagon, won't you? Be a. Frklay, February 1
the science bullding auditorium w11l be published. But don't let financial wizard for the Ruby, was "Ruby :(leoter" and support the
Movies at 7 p. m. in Pfahler Hall
this Friday night is "So Proudly strikes hold you back. Ray and in charge and protlts wm be used st~1f.
Saturday, February 2
We Hall" starring Claudette Col- John L. are vel'Y chummy, it's to give you an even better yearThis is the Watchbird watching
Basketball, Delaware, away
bert, Paulette Goddard, and Ver- rumored.
book. Don't forget that when yeu you. Were you a ~'Ruby Rooter"
Soph Carnival in gym 8 to 12
onJca Lake.
Ruby Week ope~ with a blUl8 support a Ruby sponsored tuu~t,qn this week?
p. m.

Helen Alcorn Speaks
On Social Service Work

Odd Jobs Agency
0 pen t 5tud ent s

I

I
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I
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Sophs Complete ans
For MUSIcal CarnIval
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The Watchbird is Watching You -

Be a Ruby Rooter
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Ursinus' Part in World Education
"The University of the Philippines is in
ashes . . . Chinese students are forced to eat
standing up; damp rooms with little light hold
crowded rows of double bunks; without washrooms students have to do their working in the
open air . . . At least twenty percent of all
Czechoslovakian students, many of them back
from concentration camps, have contracted
tuberculosis because of undernourishment and
exposure . . . Greek students exist day after day
<1n one meal of beans cooked in oil ..."
Who can read these tragic reports of conditions under which students in other countries
are forced to work without respect and admiration? Who can but wonder how these students
have the courage to go on under such conditions?
Yes, these pitiful remains of colleges and
universities in foreign countries are starting up
again-starting up again from roofless buildings, thatched huts, literally nothing. Perhaps
it will take years of work and disappOintment,
but ahead lies their goa1. They are building
students who will someday rebuild their countries. In these students lies the hope of new
life, of national regeneration, of order out of the
chaos which has resulted from this war.
Who are we to deny other countries this
right? How can we stand by and not give
fellow-students the opportunity to save their
countries, to restore them to what they have
been and should be again? They need help
desperately, help that is in our power to give.
They need books, food, and clothing. Are they
to meet with understanding and help in the
United states which will enable them to master
this enormous task? Through our contributions
to the World Student Service Fund they will receive the aid they require.
To insure peace, to help pave the way to
. intelligent understanding of world problems
through education of youth all over the world,
that is our part in the world of the future.
J.

J.

J. W,

J.

A Maestro Is Needed
"Lifebuoy really stops B.O." No, this isn't
an advertisement. Those old familiar strains
used to float out of the Supply Store all hours
of the day or evening. Remember? If this
sounds like a plea for the Supply store staff to
hire a full-time pianist and choir, it isn't. The
point is, the old S.S. just isn't what it used to
be. Freshmen probably won't believe it, but
there was a time when girls used to spend at
least fifteen minutes primping after dinner to
go to the Supply Store. If you had a date, it
started from there and if you didn't have one
you went anyway. Why? To stand around the
piano and sing "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi,"
.. 'Til We Meet Again" or a few of the modern
ones like "Sentimental Journey." If you were
going to the Library to study you went to the
Supply Store first. Somehow it was easier to
think of spending a couple hours in deep concentration after you had sung a few choruses of
your old favorite. This wasn't intended to be
a plea, but if you're a promising young artist,
you'll be in the Supply Store tonight to get your
Weekly, so while you're there would you mind
pJaying a few songs? You'll be the most popular person on the campus.

Hi everybody, here's the latest:

• • • •

Big event of the week was the
Curtain Club play which certainly
lived up to all our expectations.
Lots of alumni up to see it, tooShirl 'n Jack; Cassie 'n Diclc Barris, who started things off with a
play last year; Betty Carr's Bank;"
Adele Kuntlz (remember "Fuffy?");
Jean Phillips and Jean Featherer.

• • • • •

Saw Don Boger's car back on
campus this weekend which means
a nice weekend for Babs Dietlz.

• • • • •

Fay Horner and Nicki take top
honors for their "out of town"
dates - Both Bills too!!

• • • • •

HERE 'N THERE:
Glad Boward in a "Webb" of activity last weekend; ... Ruth and
Jim at the play together; ... Mitch
and Don Goodnow over from the
hallowed halls of Villanova to see
"Mr. and Mrs. North."
• * • •
NEWSOME TWOSOMES:
Dwight and Jane seen together
quite often. Has anyone seen Bill
Lambie?
(Continued on page 4)

College PO is Scene
Of Mad Mail Rush
by Helen Bafeman
Brave is the soul who risks his
life and limb, his possessions and
properties, his hopes and ambitions
to join the mad rush for the morning mail. "Enter at your own risk"
is the standing policy of the College post office. Once you are
caught in the shove and surge of
the nine or ten o'clock crowd, your
life is in the hands of Fate.
The owner of a box on the top
row gingerly stands on the edge of
the crowd. Gathering courage, he
takes a deep breath and plunges
in. Will he make it? Will he win?
Our hero bravely aims an arm at
the box, but instead lands in someone else's face. He makes another
attempt but is forcibly pushed
aside by an exuberant bruiser who
has received a letter from the uncle
who always sends a check. While
people poke their mail in his eyes
and half strangle our poor hero,
he tries again. This time he succeeds in touching his own box. He
opens his mouth! Our hero speaks
. . . He says some colorful things
to the lock, which had been turned
by a thoughtless roommate. Is the
combination 6% and 20 ~, or is it
20Yz first and then 6%? He tries
this and other versions while the
arms of several desperate individuals criss-cross before his bleary
eyes as they try to reach their
mail. Somehow he manages to
peer through this maze of anns
and letters. His combination has
clicked, and overjoyed he turns the
knob to open the door. Suddenly
the owner of a box on the lowest
row, a football player who believes
in practicing all year long, charges
his way through knocking our hero
off balance. . When he finally
steadies himself, he finds, however,
that his hand had pushed the knob
too far, and he must again puzzle
out the combination.
By now it is nearly time for his
next class. He is determined to
succeed. Valiantly he works on.
At last the box is open. At last he
can get his mail. He thumbs
through the pile in search of that
certain pink envelope with the inverted stamp, in search of any
envelope for him. Does he find
hers? Does he find any letter? He
is the unusual Ursinus lad who
does. There is one for him. Although it isn't sweet scented, he
snatches his prize and wriggles out
with an "I-made-it" look beaming
on his face. Hurriedly he tears the
flap. This looks important! Unfolding the letter he reads quickly.
There before him is an invitation
to visit the registrar. because he
has overcut in chapel! His face
drops, his hopes are shattered. <Tomorrow he'll have to go through it
all again-or something simUar.)

T~RO~G~ l~t lIBR~RY WI~DOW
You will find for the next few
weeks, on the display tables in the
reading room, some of the new
magazines to which we have subscribed, and about which we told
you in the December 3 Weekly.
These fall into
two categories:
for leisure reading, and for assistance in class
work. In the
first group are
American Magazine, Harper's
Bazaar,Antiques ,
Mademoise 11 e ,
Saturday Evening Post, Art
Bulletin, Omnibook, V 0 g u e ,
Current Religious
Thought,
and the New
Yorker. (The latter is the gift of
Kappa Delta Kappa Sorority.) In
the second category are American
Speech, The Explicator, InterAmerican Magazine, Les Nouvelles
Litteraire, American Literature,
Scientia, Fortnightly Review, Geographical Review, and Review of
Politics. This is the largest group
of periodicals added to our holdings in many years, and we hope
that you will get much pleasure
and help from them.

. ,. . . .

We have also recently subscribed
to the Book-of-the-Month Club, so
that you will have available at the
time they are new, many books
which attain and remain in the
"best-seller" class. Books received
in October were Bill Mauldin's
popular book of war cartoons and
text, Up Front, and Bruce Marshall's The World, The Flesh, and
Father Smith, which latter was reviewed in the December 10 Weekly.
In November we received the beautifully written Lovely is the Lee, by
Robert Gibbings, and Peter Bowman's sensitive and thrilling novel,
Beach Red. The December book
was James Ullman's exciting novel
(Continued on page 4)

The Hot Box
Probably one of the most interesting features about a favorite
band leader is the story of his road
to success. Benny Goodman who
has attained the title of "The King
of Swing" was one of the first to
breathe life into our modern music
out of his mellow clarinet.
Benny was born on May 30, 1909,
in Chicago, Ill., where he attended
school at Jane Adam's Hull House.
Encouraged by his parents, he began to learn to play the clarinet
at the age of 10. While still in
short pants he played with local
bands, which led to his getting a
job with Ben Pollack's Bad Boys
in 1927. Subsequently he played
with Arnold Johnson, Red Nichols
and numerous pit bands for musical comedys. George Gershwin especially admired his work and
Benny played in many of his musicals such as "Strike Up the Band,"
"Girl Crazy" and "Lady Be Good."
During the depression Benny did
free lance work around New York's
radio stations. In 1933 he organized his first big band which included such jazz titans as Jack
Teagarden, and Jimmy McPartland. The band, however, was not
a success financially as the public was not ready at the time for
Mr. Goodman's brand of music.
The group achieved its initial success on the "Let's Dance" radio
show. By 1939 the band had attained sensational big-time statWl.
From '36 to '42 1t maintained 1ts
high standards and continued to
produce the best jazz since New
Orleans. In the summer of '42
Benny broke up the band to give
himself a well deserved rest. Last
spring Benny and his sextet appeared in the B1l1y Rose production "The Seven Lively Arts." Although the show flopped, Benny
kept it from being a complete disaster. This year he has re-organized and started all over again with
very excellent results.
The list of leaders and sidemen
that have developed under Benny's
aegis reads like a "Who's Who" of
the music world.
Trumpeters
Harry J ames, Cootie WUliams,
Ziggy Ellman, Charlie Spivak and
Billy Butterfield all got their start
with the King. Others include
Lionel Hampton, Dave Tough, Gene
Krupa, Teddy Wilson, Georgie Auld,
Jess Stacey and Red Norvo.

MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 1946
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Pity the Poor UNO
"Portia" may be- having a difficult time
"facing life," but her troubles are nothing compared to the troubles confronting the United
Nation's Organization. The most crucial problem concerns the future of humanity as well as
the future of our generation. How 'can we prevent atomic war? That is the question the
UNO must answer.
The use and control of atomic energy is
the issue that will affect all other decisions of
the assembly. The action of the UNO may well
mean the difference between one word of peace
and plenty for all and no world. A rash statement? We think not.
The United Nations General Assembly has
unanimously voted for the creation of a special
atomic energy commission. This commission
will have no power to compel the United States
or any other country to disclose any of its
atomic energy production secrets or disclose how
the atomic bomb is made, according to interpretations given it by U. S. Secretary of State,
James F. Byrnes, who came to the UNO meeting primarily to work on creation of the atomic
commlSSlon, Its main responsibility will be to
work out ways of keeping atomic energy from
being used destructively. The commission will
be composed of representatives of the eleven nations on the Security Council and Canada, and
will be responsible to the council for its work
and policies.
Before we heave a sigh of relief that the
atomic energy problem has been solved, let us
examine more closely the value of the commission. Actually this solution is merely a convenient way of shelving the real problems, at
least temporarily, for the commission has the
power to act only in an ad visory capacity. There
is no "teeth" in the set-up. Its effectiveness
will depend on the effectiveness of the UNO.
It is too soon to admit defeat in our second attempt to achieve peace through an international
organization, but the limited powers of the
council, the failure of the United Nations to
achieve unity, and the veto power of the Big
Five all indicate a short-lived effective existence
for-the UNO.
Is there then no hope of safety? Is civilization doomed because of its own inventiveness?
Let us not deceive ourselves in thinking that
there can not be an atomic war. There can be
and there will be an atomic war, unless the
member nations of the Security Council of the
UNO join in a simple pact and pledge that if
any power used the atomic bomb without the
unanimous approval of other members of the
Security Council, the association as a whole
would join in immediate retaliation. Whether
or not this will discourage any evil power from
unleashing an atomic rain of destruction, we
cannot say. But, at least, in the last resort if
the pact breaks down and once again a sm'gle
nation has to stand alone, it will possess a means
of retaliatiin, if, as we are assuming, each nation
is allowed to make and kepp its own bombs.
Scientists claim that no effective antidote
to the atom bomb is likely to be found. Secret
devices used in the production of the bomb wll
not long remain secrElt. Civilization is likely to
be caught in an armaments race in the production of the atom bomb, unless the UNO is
strengthened and the threat of a united stand
against all aggressors with immediate armed retaliation by the UNO is assured.
We repeat, the action of the UNO may well
mean the ditference between one world of peace
and plenty fOI all and no world.
Jane Reifsnyder '46

S0CIETV NEWS
The Alpha Sigma Nu -sorority held its informal initiation for new members last Thursday
night.

~LUMN. I

NEW.S

Lieut. Mildred Bricker '43, who is stationed
at the U.S. Army Hospital in Nice, France, where
she is an hydrotherapist with the Nurses' Corps,
will spend a winter furlough in Switzerland
where she plans to enjot the winter sports
progra~.

• • • • •

Mr. Harry J. Dunham of Newport, R. I., has
announced the engagement of his daughter,
Marion Elise, to Lieut. Richard P. Deltzler,
USNR of Lebanon, Pa. Miss Dunham Is now a
senior at Rhode Island state College. Lieut.
Deitzler was graduated from Ursinus in 1941 and
from Clark University in 1942. He was a radar
ofticer in the campaigns of the Southwest Pacific.

• • • • •

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Clark Moore,
of George School, Newtown, Pa., on January 12.
Mr. Moore graduated from Urs1nus in '43, and
Is now serving as a history instructor at George
School
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Bears Play Havoc Ir**********************j Varsity Scores 38 ·10 IUrsinus Drops Tight 48-41 Contest to
With Drexel Team i .eoolun.; 'Cm {joeJl. I Triumph Over Albright Diplomat Quintet in Non-League Game
For 57 -42 Victory
girls' basketball
F o. M T k F· t P . d L d
The only big news these days, Thet Ursinus
a es Irs erlo ea
team rave I e d to R ea d·mg t d e f eat J V GarDerS VI·ctory
• •
As Bears Open with Slow Start
The Ursinus winning streak seems to be the men's basketball the Albright team, 28-10.
reached three straight on Tuesday team. Ye editor hopes this column
At the opening of the ~rst quar- Over Reading Dutchmen
venturing away from home for
doesn't jinx the boys, but we think ter Woerle, 6 foot captam of Al0

night, when a good Drexel team
was badly beaten, 57-42. Looking
better than the Haverford quintet
which had held the Bears to a
one-point victory in the preceding
game, the Dragons nevertheless
ran into a "hot" Bear night and
were slaughtered. Geist and Poole
got 22 and 18 points respectively,
almost enough to win the game
alone.
Both these one-handed
shot-makers had "on" nights and
their scoring averages took a big
rise.

the coach and players deserve lots
of praise for their good job thus
far. At the beginning of the season, we didn't even have a coach,
and the boys practiced among
themselves to get in shape. Then
Emil Messikomer who was discharged from the Navy was hired
to be our coach. With Bob Geist,
as the only regular back, the coach
had what looked to be an impossible task-moulding one veteran
with four new players. This is
The game started off like a rout what he did, however, and as the
as Dave Bahney, George Kennedy, season progresses the boys seem to
Geist, and Poole all dropped quick work together better every game.
baskets, and Kennedy also con- Naturally, playing at home has
verted two fouls to give the Griz- helped but if the boys get "hot"
zlies a 10-0 lead. The Drexel on the road trips to follow, we of
Dragons here called time out and Ursinus can at least hope for big
when play resumed they garnered things.
three baskets and five fouls while
• • • • •
holding Ursinus to one bUl;:ket, a
HATS OFF DEPT.
. to the
goal by Geist, to bring the score girl's basketball team who are
up to 12-11. Here Poole took over looking for a good season this year
and almost singlehanded helped . . . the freshmen have provided
the Bears to a 31-25 half-time lead. the needed spark and the belles
Bob got eleven points in these who look like the belles of old
last few minutes of the half, to have won two straight. Special
offset the fine goal shooting of praise to Betty Jean Moyer in parDrexel. When the teams took the ticular . . . freshman guard . . .
court for the second half, Drexel played beautiful games against
began using a zone defense, and Swarthmore and Albright ... local
this more than anything else product from Collegeville ... should
boosted the Ursinus scoring per- have bright future . . . to Geist
individually and
centages. The Bears moved the and Poole
ball around very quickly, and al- collectively ... the "bucket twins"
though losing Dave Bahney on of Ursinus ... reminds one of the
personal fouls, always had the George Moore-Geist combination
game well in command.
of several years ba~k . . . Poole
Coach Messikomer used all the much improved SInce season's
subs in an effort to hold the score Istart . . . Geist playing usual dedown but the Bears kept throwing I pendable game and holding team
them up at the hoop and the com- together.
bination of Geist and Poole ac• • • • •
counted for the last nineteen pOints
Well, this is the big week around
between them.
Ursinus. The Bears clash on WedAt this writing the Bears are in nesday night, at home, with a
a first place tie with Swarthmore strong Swarthmore quintet. These
for the lead in the league.
two teams are tied for the SouthUrsinus
G. F. P. ern Division, Middle Atlantic States
Bahney, forward ............ 2
0
4 Conference title. A lot hinges on
Geist, forward .............. 10
2 22 the outcome of the- ball game. Ye
Love, forward ................ 2
0
4 editor, although still remembering
Reinhardt, forward .... 0
0
0 the 47-38 defeat a few weeks ago is
Poole, center .................. 7
4 18 going to stick with the Bears at
Juppe, center ................ 0
0
0 home and predict a four-point UrO'Donnell, guard .......... 0
1
1 sinus victory. It should be close
Kennedy, guard ............ 3
2
8 all the way on the season's record.
0
0
• • • • •
Kajmo, guard ................ 0
Leute, guard .................. 0
0
0
However, on Saturday night the
- Bears come right back with anTotals-.............. 24
9
57 / other tough opponent, Delaware,
Drexel
G. F. P. and this game will be played at
DeStefano, forward .... 2
3
7 1Delaware. We seriously doubt that
Mason, forward .............. 3
0
6 the Grizzlies can rise to the
McConnell, forward .... 0
2
2 heights twice in one week and plus
0
0 1 being away from home, we look
Bullen, forward ............ 0
Drummond, center ........ 2
2
6 for a Delaware victory in an upHill, center .................... 0
0
0 set, to throw the title race into a
McCracken, guard ........ 1
1
3 triple tie. We hope we're wrong!!!
Lowry, guard ................ 1
2
4
• • • • •
0
2
Katsoff, guard ........ ...... 1
Let's
everyone
get "behind this
Sobel, guard .................. 4
4 12
game on Wednesday, guys and gals.
you can possibly spare two hours
Totals .............. 14 14 42 If
from your studies be at the gym on
the 30th. This game promises to
be the best home game of the seaAristocrat
son and should be well supported.
and
The Men's Intramural League will
play a preliminary game starting
Dolly Madison
at 7:00 p. m.
I

ICE CREAM

(Continued on page 4)
==================~

bright, scored by sinking two beautiful left handed pivot shots while
Schwartz, .of the same team, made
use of an awarded foul shot. As a
result from a center play, and later,
an interception, Jane Brusch and
Nancy P)larr were each able to rally
once for Ursinus. The first quarter
ended with the Albright sextet
holding a 5-4 advantage.
By the start of the second period
the Ursinus combination had gotten their bearing and this quarter
they really showed the "Reading
Dutchmen" how the game should
be played. The forward replacements, Winnie Mutchler, Connie
Warren, and Bugs Calhoun, whipped the ball right through their
defense to make an additional 11
points. Winnie accounted for 5
while Bugs worked her pivot shots
and took care of the other 6. Woerle
only succeeded in two of her many
attempts to register points for Albright due to the fine blocking of
her pivot shots as displayed by
Peg Hunter. When the half time
whistle blew, Ursinus was leading
16-9.
During the third quarter the
home team tightened their defense
and the Collegeville invaders were
only able to cut the net for. 3
points. However in the 4th and
final period Connie evaded her
guard and was able to score 4
points by using her famous onehanded shot. Jane followed Connie's example and accounted for
two more counters. Winnie added
the finishing touches by faking
around her guard for a clear lay-up
shot. Captain Deanie Sinclair,
Betty Jane Moyer, and Peg Huntel' prevented the Albright team
from scoring any field goals the
entble second half and the game
ended in a 28-10 victory for Ursinus.
P.
Ursinus
G.
F.
Brusch, forward ............ 3
o 6
Richardson, forward .... 0
o o
Pharr, forward ............ 1
o 2
Mutchler, forward ........ 3
2
8
Warren, forward ........ 2
o 4
Calhoun, forward ........ 4
o '8
Sinclair, guar .. d ............ 0
o o
Lewis, guard .................. 0
o o
B. J. Moyer, guard ........ 0
o o
Hunter, guard ................ 0
o o
Evie Moyer, guard ........ 0
o o
Totals .............. 13
Albright

G.
Sparans, forward ........ 0

Woerle, forward ..... .......
Schwartz, forward ......
Eschwei, forward ..........
Flickinger, forward ......
Carter, forward ............
Bonner, forward ..........
Borgstrom, guard ........
Sanger, guard .. ..............
Schwartz, guard ..........
Stahler, guard ..............
Savidge, guard ................

PHILA. DAIRY PRODUCTS CO.
Pottstown, Pa.

DeSOTO - PLYMOUTH
Sales and Service
CollegeVille, Pa.
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0

2

28

F.

P.

o
1

8
1

o

o
o

o

o

o
1
o

0
0

0
0

o
1

o

0

o

o
o
o
o

2

10

o
o

0

0
0

o

0

Totals ................ 4

o
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COLLEGEVILLE

BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
478 Main Street
Collegevllle, Pa.
Phone 6061
Iona C. Schatz

Downing st. John's basketball
team 24-23 on Tuesday night at
Reading, the girls' jayvee racked
up their second victory with no
losses. Even though they led
throughout the game, the girls
definitely weren't playing up to
par.
With Erma Keyes, Lee Grabenstein, and Manny Ballantyne starting off in the forward berths the
Ursinus girls scored three times in
the first quarter to take a 6-4 lead.
Trying another combination in
the following quarter Ursinus managed to tally' seven more points to
their opponents two. Both teams
were playing slow ball and with a
little fast passing and faking the
forwards should have been able to
lose their guards.
Andy Anderson, Erma, and Lee
entered the game in the closing
minutes of the third quarter to
add six points to the ever increasing Ursinus score to give the visiting girls a 21-10 lead.
st. John's sextet rallied in the
final quarter and came close to
being on the plus side of the score.
With two minutes left in the contest the Ursinus team led 23-17.
Tinker Harmer was substituted for
Lee and a few seconds later connected a foul shot, which proved
later to decide the game, for the
final Ursinus point. The home
club continued their scoring spree
and garnered six more points before the final whistle blew giving
Ursinus a one-point victory.

Intramural Basketball Ratings
Won Lost P.C
First Deck Curtis .... 2
o 1000
Second Deck Curtis.... 2
1
667
Third Deck Curtis ...... 2
1
667
1
500
Duhring ........................ 1
4
000
Off Campus ................ 0
Hanhausen, Second Deck ............ 29
Eney, Third Deck ............................ 27
Fishman, Second Deck ................ 25

The location of my new office will be at
the following address:

Curren Arcade -

Q£fice 378

NORRISToWN, PA.

-

Totals .............. 20

-15 -41
F.
3

2
2
0
0
0

1

8

348 Main Street
Phone: Collegev1lle 5121
IF YOU PREFER TO EAT

DINNER OFF CAMPUS,
come to

THE

KOPPER

KETTLE

481 Main Street
Collegeville, Pa.

SUPPLY STORE
BOOKS
STATIONERY
SCHOOL SWEATERS

CHIROPODIST

SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE

PENNANTS

BLOCK'S

BANNERS

LUNCH

and

Norristown
ALWAYS DEPENDABLE

WEILAND'S
M eat Products
PHOENIXVILLE, PA.

SCHULZ
Enriched Vitamin B Bread
IT'S TENDER FRESH

FEED

Schulz Baking Co.

Phone: Collegeville 4541

Pottstown, Pa.

I~================~

Foot Specialist

Phone Norristown 4781

i
l=====~-=============-~===================================:

44 North Sixth Street
PHn.ADELPHIA, PA.

48

majors

COLLEGE DINER

(Near Penn Street Entrance)

DR. HARRY BECK

-

clinic sponsored by the Women's
National Official Rating Board at
Dobb's Vocational School last Wednesday night.
The girls received instruction on
the method of keeping score and
time, the position of the referee
and umpire while Officiating, and
the fouls that occur during the
game. Each girl was also given a
chance to act as umpire and referee
during an actual scrimmage after
which the officials in charge gave
them helpful criticism.
This clinic was held to give the
girls more information about the
job and duties of officials and thus
better prepare them for the tests
in refereeing and umpiring which
they will take in the near future.

-at-

The Crossroads of the Campus

Advertising
-PRINTERSPublishing

2

1

Edd R . I t t '
ys
ers ecelve ns rue Ion
In Officiating at Basketball Clinic

LAB. SUPPLIES

SODAS

George H. Buchanan Co.

P.
15
14
12
2
2

Ph

Ten physical education

LUMBER

OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT

-

Totals .............. 13
F & M
G.
Curzi, forward .............. 6
Tanzi, forward .............. 6
Hood, center .................. 5
Nowak, guard ................ 1
Leanard, guard .............. 1
Geist, guard .................. 1
Hollinger, guard .......... 0

the junior and senior classes
BOYD'S FUNERAL HOME from
attended a basketball refereeing

GRISTOCK'S SONS

COAL,

the second time this season Ursinus' Bears dropped a tight 48-41
contest to Franklin and Marshall's
basketball team, Friday night at
Lancaster.
This was only the
Bears, second loss so far this season; their previous one being to
Swarthmore away, whom the
Bears entertain this Wednesday
night.
Unable to sink baskets early in
the game resulted in the Diplomats
gaining a ten point margin as the
first period ended, 13-3. After this
slow start, the Bears began to roll
in the second period, and with
Poole and Love each caging a pair
of baskets, Ursin us drew closer as
the half ended, trailing 23-17.
However the Bears again slipped
back in the third period as Hood
and Tanzi, center and forward of
the Diplomat quintet, peppered the
Bears' basket with goals. F & M
then managed to stave off an Ursinus drive until the final whistle
blew, with the count 48-41.
High scorer of the evening was
Curzi, F & M forward, who scored
15 points, closely followed by
Tanzi with 14. Poole and Geist led
the Bears with 14 and 11 pOints
respectively.
Ursinus
G.
F. P.
Love, forward ................ 3
2
8
Geist, forwar·d ....... ....... 4
3
11
Poole, center .................. 5
4
14
Juppe, center ................ 1
1
3
Kennedy, guard ............ 0
2
2
Bahney, guard ................ 0
3
3
O'Donnell, guard ........ 0
o o

High Scorers

JEWELRY

KENNETH B. NACE I
Complete Automotive service
I W. H.

made by

g(

Open 24 Hours

Never Closed

COLLEGE CUT-RATE
D. R. BISHOP, Prop.
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Hunter College Opens
Anniversary Contest

Ursinus Professors Assist YWCA GAFF from the GRIZZLY
In College Sunday School Class
(Continued from page 2)

- -Carol Strode and Wally Ort; and
Under the sponsorship of the Pete Fladd 'n Bill Nikel, with the
In celebration of its seventy-fifth YWCA, a Sunday School class for drug as the favorite stamping
anniversary year, Hunter College, college students has been organiz- ground.
New York City, is offering a series ed by Betsy Greene '48, and Mildred GOOD DEED OF THE WEEK:
of prizes totalling $12,900 in Vic- Noble '48. The class, which is in1
t
Rabbit Brandlon, the helping
·
tory Bonds for the best essays on t er d enom i ~a t lOna , mee son. Sun- hand, offered to get Joe Derham a
intercultural relations, it has been day mornmg at 9: 30 a . m. m the date for the Lorelei ... The dark
announced by PI'ofessor Broderick Sunday School Building of Trinity I ha.ired lad with the nylon voice
Cohen, director of the evening and Reformed and Evangelical Church thmks Joe doesn't date enough
extension sessions of the college, Collegeville
' on campus!!
and chairman .of the essay c o m
'
• • •changm
• •' g her maEach Sunday
an Ursinus profesNance Ekstrom
m ittee. T h e prlZe money has been
made available by Lane Bryant, sor leads the class on the general jor from Bio to Kehm . . . we hear
Inc., of New York City.
theme, "Religious Living."
Dr. Harry will be back next semester.
Awards will be made to winners Donald Baker, Dr. Foster Dennis,
in three categories. College and Dr. John Heilemann, and Dr. Helen
You too, can be in pictures-ask
university students are asked to Garrett have taught the class on Bahney for the secret of his sucprevious meetings. Mr. Alfred Wilwrite on the general topic, "How cox has been asked to lead the class cess ... seems he's actually sought
Can American Colleges or Other
after by the gals with cameras!!!
Social Institutions Promote the Ap- next Sunday.
Could it be his personal maggotlsm
preciation of the Culture of Other
or do we mean magnetism?
Peoples and Cooperate Among Dr. Frederick Wentzell Stresses
• • • • •
Them?" Contestants may con- Kinship with Earth at Vespers
Has Jose changed his allegiance
centrate on some portion of the
___
from the "gold" to the "red"? Or
general topic. A first prize of
An interesting talk was given by is Clamer just closer to home?
$1,000, a second prize of $500, and the guest speaker, Dr. Frederick
• • • • •
18 prizes of $100 each, all in Vic- Wentzell of the Philadelphia Board
"A Line a Day" - Chuck O'Dontory Bonds at maturity value, will of Christian Educ~tion at Vespers nell, or is it a line? Our bet is that
be awarded to winners in this last evening.
he got his lines a little crossed up
group.
Stressing the idea that we need this past week ... right, Chuck?
Teachers in colleges, universities, nothing more in our generation
• • • • •
high schools and
elementary than Qur kinship with the earth,
Theme song for Leamy and Joan.
schools of the continental United Dr. Wentzell gave various examples this week "Who Calls?" Both gals
States may compete for a similar of it's beauty. With care, roses had good news telephone calls last
group of awards, writing on the grow from small seeds and we are week.
topic, "How Can the American happy with the achievement of
• • • • •
Teacher Help to Foster Intercul- the earth. Earth is our liberal
The basketball game yielded a
tural Relations?"
friend for it gives food, water, and few interesting prospects ... June
Essays in the competitions for heat. However, he stated, if we Lytle and Jack Norman; Doris
college students and teachers must treat it carelessly, destruction will Renner and Ed; Verna 'n Meggie
not exceed 1,500 words.
be the outcome.
with a couple of Drexel fans;
The third group of awards is
In conclusion, Dr. Wentzel said Charmaine 'n Hap, which is getting
limited to high school students in that the earth should be treated to be qulte the thing; Chris'n
public parochial, and independent not as a friend, but as a thing to George; Lew Graff 'n Jerry; and
high schools in the five boroughs be used.
Emily Smith watching Bob pile up
of New York City.
Dorothy Marple '48, was the stu- the points.
An interesting feature of the dent leader.
• • • • •
contest is that three special.awards
Guess that does it for new, see
of $1,000 each in Victory Bonds will Mr. and Mrs. North Production you at the Soph Carnival-from all
be made to the schools which the
reports, a gala affair!!
(Continued trom page 1)
student first prize winners are attending, and to the school in which Brandbury '49, as prompters was
the teacher winning the first prize fully appreciated by those on the
in the teacher's group is teaching. stage.
Bud Bartholomew '48, did his
Those awards will be made without
reservation, but it is hoped that usual good job on the dialect role,
the money or the income from it Mr. Buono, and Jack Norman '48,
will be used in the study or im- as Inspector O'Mailey proved versaprovement of intercultural rela- tile in the art of mimic. Aptly cast
in the role of a Fuller Brush Man,
tions.
In judging of entries, the prac- Fred Beckhart '49, sold the auditical value of ideas expressed will ence (if not Pamela North) his
be considered, as well as evidence of bill of goods.
Betty Ruskie '47, as Claire Brent;
interest and sincerity. Greater
weight will be given to material Marjorie Burchard '49, as Jane Wilbased on observation and experi- son; and Ruth Reese '47, and Mary
ence than to theoretical discussion. Kern '48, as the Misses Brooks all
The competition closes at mid- did well in the female supporting
night, March 1, and announcement roles.
Howard strawcutter '47, as ClInof winners will be made on May 15,
• • • • •
or as soon thereafter as possible. t.on Edwards, and Bill Weber '49, as
Facts on File is a world news diFinal judging will be done by a Louis Berex did justice to thier
distinguished board whose names parts. Indistinct lines here and gest service to which we have subwill be announced later. A cir- there may have caused confussion scribed for the current year, and
cular giving complete contest de- for the listener, but their climatic which will be of considerable help
tails may be obtained by address- accusations, together with those of to students in many departments
ing Hunter College Diamond Jub- Jack Borman '48, in the role of Ben of Instruction, and to many camilee Essay Contest, P. O. Box 7, New Wilson, succeeded in keeping the pus organizations. This service
audience guessing and on the alert. consists of a weekly eight- page
York 8, New York.
Val Sipple brought forth a howl News Section and a Cumulative Inin the role of Timothy Barnes, the dex of the news, under the followCouncils and Administration
mailman.
Jack Thompson, as ing headings: Sports, Arts and
(Continued trom Page 1)
Cooper, the policeman, 'and Dave Science, Education and Religion,
ed that inspections be made regu- Knauer '49, as the corpse, added National Affairs, Foreign Affairs,
larly and without advanced notice excitement to the performance. Latin America, Finance and Ecoby members of the administra- Winfield Atkinson '49, as the medi- nomics, and Miscellaneous News.
cal examiner, George Dillinger '49, Facts on File will be available, for
tion.
Members of this group also as Jones, the police photographer, reference use, from the display
asked whether breakfast could be and Richard Brandlon, in the dual table in the reading room.
• • • • •
served cafeteria style. In consid- role of Ross, the fingerprint man
Weare sure you have noticed the
ering the milk situation the coun- and Jenkins, contributed to the
cil expressed a desire for milk atmosphere that a mystery comedy card-catalog cabinet in the reading room, and if you have had ocserved in individual bottles at needs.
casion to use it, you have found
every meal. Some students have
out how much easier it is ot do so,
requested that cocoa be served oc- looking 'Em Over
as none of the drawers are now
casionally with the meals.
(Continued
from
Page
3)
\!rowded with cards as before.
Those present at the meeting inAs the Bears went down to decluded President McClure, Dean
• • • • •
Camilla B. Stahr, Mrs. Gladys Lee, feat Friday, the prediction of ye
We are glad to have had the
college nurse, Dr. Eugene Miller, editor went down with them, and opportunity to display the striking
Dean of Men, Madelyn Jaindl '46, this ended our streak, for we had model of the campus buildings,
president of the WSGA, Lois Wil- called the turn correctly on all the which was made by members of
son '47, vice-president of the same games thus far. F & M at home the junior class, and was their
organization, and Grant Harrity was just too tough and a runaway exhibit at the Christmas party.
'46, Robert Geist '46, and Val Sipple first period put the Diplomats in
'49, president, vice-president, and front to stay. The Ursinus five
We request that no requests be
treasurer respectively, of the MSG. seemed nervous away from home made for display in the library, of
just as they did against Swarth- literature on controversial subjects,
more several weeks ago, and didn't unless there is an equal amount of
Y Social Commission to Debate get
rolling until too late. We hope literature pro and COD. A library
(Continued trom page 1)
they air these jitters in time for has no axes to grind, and cannot
A discussion was then held on the the Delaware game Saturday. sponsor either side of controversial
possibilities and results of admit- These two games this week are issues. The whole idea of a libting Negro students to Ursinus Col- musts if we are to stay in the run- rary is that all sides of an issue
lege.
ning for the championship.
be made available to its cllente}e.
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SIDE SHOW
• KISSING BOOTH
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• •
THE PLEDGES

YOU MADE
to the

w. S. S.

F.

*
Punds contributed to the

World Student Service Fund
help to maintain or rebuild the educational
centers of the war-devastated lands in
Asia, and in Europe.

